This paper deals with open software as an innovation system based on knowledge accessibility. It addresses four issues: welfare implications, incentives, the legal framework and the coalitions involved.
motivate people to reveal their knowledge freely to others and to make it more pro…table to be an innovator than a free-rider.
The legal framework to protect open source software is based on the principle of making the disclosure of the source-code of the programs concerned and any further improvement compulsory. This appears to be a very e¢ cient way to maintaining the "good properties" of the system.
The production of software then has to be analysed as the production of a public good. It is based on individual contributions and generates a use value the bene…t from which does not depend on the contribution. By contributing to open source, developers are rewarded in terms of learning and in terms of reputation. But today, the tradeo¤ is not simply between contributing or not, but in the allocation of resources between business and open source software development. This implies a new level of incentives that can be of private (…rms) or public, origin (technological policy).
world.
The cooperative mode of development of free software, often called the "bazaar" model (Raymond, 1998) , gives to any programmer the possibility of making any improvement or change that might be useful for him. But, from a collective point of view, such modi…cations only have an interest if he publicizes them, opening the opportunity to integrate them in a global common construction.
In this paper, we focus our attention what motivates of individual programmers to contribute, according to these basic rules, to the production process of such collective creation. As we shall see the "open source" world appears very similar to that of "open science". For economists, knowledge accessibility is viewed as a mechanism generating e¢ ciency. The welfare implications are clear: no monopoly distortion, spillovers do not reduce but rather increase innovator's incentives. These welfare implications are magni…ed in the case of open source because software bene…ts from unlimited increasing returns in production as well as in di¤usion.
The basic problem when considering incentives is to understand why voluntary spillovers occur at all. For any system promoting knowledge accessibility, incentives have to motivate people to reveal their knowledge freely to others, but also to make it more pro…table to be an innovator than a free-rider. Such incentives are generally found in the …eld of learning and signalling. On the one hand, programmers are actually confronted to a very rich and wide community of developers whose knowledge they can use to improve their own skills very e¢ ciently. On the other hand the "Copyleft" principles that govern the world of open source software do not deny intellectual property nor contributions; it thus permits programmers to publicise their contributions and hence their competence.
But today, open source software can generate business and private returns. This market orientation is the consequence of the success of open source software on a larger market. Today users are not con…ned to developers and hence possible contributors. The question is then to analyze this new unprecedented situation and to understand to what extent it can change the conditions and nature of incentives and possibly require a new level of incentives that can be of private (…rms) or public origin (technological policy).
2 The economics of knowledge accessibility
welfare implications
Knowledge accessibility and sharing behavior do not only express some kind of ethical or moral attitude (although ethical conviction certainly plays a role). Knowledge accessibility is viewed, above all, as a mechanism to generate economic e¢ ciency. There is a host of positive e¤ects on the dynamics of innovation which are generated by knowledge accessibility. The latter facilitates coordination between agents, reduces the risk of duplication between research projects, and functions as a sort of "quality assurance". Above all by disseminating knowledge within a heterogeneous population of researchers and entrepreneurs, it increases the probability of subsequent discoveries and innovations and decreases the risk of this knowledge falling into the hands of agents incapable of exploiting its potential.
The free revelation of new solutions and ideas is a necessary condition for the functioning of communities of users. In these communities multiple potential sources of innovation are identi…ed and each member of the community can bene…t from them. Developers interact in a community which functions within a certain sector of the economy, designing and building innovative products for their own use and freely revealing the design of these others. Others then replicate and improve the innovation that has been revealed, and freely reveal their improvements in turn. (von Hippel, 2001) . If the conditions of free revelation were not met, each user would be obliged to make all the modi…cations he needs by himself, which would substantially increase the overall cost of the process. It would consequently have no chance of competing with "average" solutions (more or less suited to everyone) at a lower cost, derived from commercial systems. The sharing and circulation of innovation is therefore essential to ensure a minimum of e¢ ciency.
These positive e¤ects on e¢ ciency are magni…ed in the case of open source because:
* software is a very complex system that generates almost unbounded learning processes, so that a system of thousands of developers working for a long time on the same software still continues to show increasing returns;
* it is a technology which is informational; meaning that there is no di¤er-ence between transferring the technology and transferring information on the technology. This makes it possible to increase the e¢ ciency of the collective learning process by exploiting the potential of the new electronic infrastructure;
* software belongs to a certain class of technologies that have the particular property of bringing consumers and knowledge production close together. In the case of software or scienti…c instruments, users are, very often, also developers.
The welfare implications of knowledge accessibility are obvious: First of all, there is no dead-weight loss from above-marginal cost pricing. A second positive welfare e¤ect is that knowledge accessibility may induce sellers of competing commercial products to reduce their prices, thus indirectly leading to another reduction in dead-weight loss. Finally, knowledge accessibility removes the restrictions imposed on second generation innovators.
A dual incentive structure
Making one's knowledge freely available is not a "rational" action in standard economics. As observes by Allen (1983) , "it is extremely puzzling why …rms released information and knowledge to potential rivals. If the industry is competitively organized, it would appear that this action could only rebound to the disadvantage of the …rm". Actually, the model of knowledge accessibility involves a major deviation from the private investment model of innovation, which assumes that returns to innovation result from excluding other manufacturers from adopting it (von Hippel and von Krogh, 2003) : here innovators freely reveal the proprietary knowledge that they have developed at their private expense.
There are however particular circumstances that make it more likely to occur. One clear factor in favour of accessibility and free distribution is that in many cases the bene…ts from free revelation exceed the bene…ts that can realistically be derived from strategies of control and access restriction. In such circumstances, the private bene…ts of free revelation knowledge are greater than the costs of losing exclusivity.
We have thus to explain why in many cases the bene…ts from intellectual property rights that can actually be obtained are very low; while the private bene…ts from free revelation may be higher.
2.2.1 Incentives to freely reveal information and knowledge -Others often know something close to "your secret" Here, we follow here von Hippel's argument developed in his most recent work (2004) . An obvious condition for a successful intellectual property strategy is that others do not know very similar things. If multiple individuals or …rms have similar information, and if at least one information holder expect no loss or even a gain from a decision to freely reveal, then the secret will probably be revealed. In such a case the private value of maintaining secrecy is very low.
-Little ability to pro…t from patenting Even if one agent is the only information holder and wants to legally protect it via a patent grant and copyright, it is di¢ cult in general for a large class of innovators (typically independent innovators, small companies, users) to e¤ectivelyly pro…t from an intellectual property strategy. Such a strategy is costly, both in terms of time and resources and the protection a¤orded by a patent is neither automatic nor free. If the patent owner belives that his rights have been usurpated, the onus is on him to identify the counterfeiter and take the matter to court, where it will be assessed and interpreted. The e¤ectiveness of property rights is therefore inseparable from the creator's capacity to watch over them. Such capacities are typically not easy to develop and maintain.
Given these two arguments, we may conclude that in practice, little pro…t is being sacri…ced by most innovators that choose to forego the possibility of legally protecting their innovations in favour of free revelation.
-Positive returns from free revelation While strategies of secrecy and access control can be simply ine¤ective in many situations (above), a range of private bene…ts can be derived from the free revelation of information and knowledge (Foray, 2004a): * when reward systems speci…cally address the issue of knowledge diffusion and reproduction. This requires a mechanism designed to give credit to inventors without creating exclusivity rights. This is the case of the reward system based on the accumulation of collegial reputation: here, the need to be identi…ed and recognized as "the one who discovered" something forces people to release new knowledge quickly and completely (Dasgupta and David, 1994 ). Such reputation capital can then be exploited in academic science (for members of the academic pro¤ession) or on speci…c labour markets (for software developers). * when agents or companies create "general reciprocity obligations" in order to capture external knowledge: that is, the right to continue obtaining information from others (e.g. a scienti…c network, engineers or users working on similar problems) is conditional on sharing one's own information.
* when a private agent can bene…t from increased "free" di¤usion. A direct result of free revelation is to increase the di¤usion of that innovation over and above the level that would obtain if it were licensed or kept secret. Increased di¤usion may be bene…cial to private agents when (i) they are interested in setting a standard advantageous to them, and which would induce other agents (including rivals) to adopt it as well; or (ii) they are interested in inducing manufacturers to make improvements. This last strategic use of free dissemination is particularly important for users: by free revelation an innovative product, a user makes it possible for manufacturers to adopt that innovation.
-Low di¤usion costs There is a …nal condition for free revelation, which involves the cost of transmitting and communicating information and knowledge. Users/practitioners are not especially altruistic and they receive competing demands on their time during working hours. This means that time spent di¤using solutions, ideas or innovations within the community or to a particular partner should be not too costly.
The Internet can dramatically reduce di¤usion costs, but only for innovations that can be expressed in digital form -literally a bit string, a long sequence of 0s and 1s. But in many cases low cost di¤usion is more likely to be available because users can meet in real places for conferences, contests, tournaments, or social events. Where electronic di¤usion is possible, di¤usion cost is at a constant low level; where di¤usion is through people meeting, it is episodically low.
Positive incentives for continuing to contribute (instead of free riding) in an open system
We have just made the case that in some circumstances expected private bene…ts from a strategy of free revelation are higher than the expected bene…ts which can be obtained in reality from secrecy or intellectual property. These simple arguments create a rationale for cooperative behavior leading to information and knowledge sharing. Now, might such cooperation encourage "free-riding" behavior (a large number of members of the system giving up any creative e¤ort because they can free ride), undermining the whole innovative capacity of the system? The answer is striking and counter-intuitive: no, because the private rewards to those who contribute to collective developments are much higher than those available to free riders.
Several such "selective incentives"which encourage project participation have been identi…ed in the case of open source projects (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2003) : although a freely revealed code (in an open source development project) becomes a public good, its production also creates some spin-o¤ private bene…ts, such as learning and enjoyment, and a "sense"of ownership and control over the …nal product. In many cases, innovations are created by individuals for their own private purposes and are tailored to their individual needs. They are, then, openly revealed and contributed to the community as public goods for other individuals to use as they see …t. If the use to which a contributor wishes to put the public good is di¤erent from those of free riders, the contributor is in a more favorable position than those free riders to gain private bene…t from the code he contributes.
Any system promoting knowledge accessibility involves a dual incentive structures: positive incentives to freely reveal knowledge and positive incentives to keep "contributing" (rather than free riding) in a system in which free revelation is the dominant norm. Thanks to such a complex incentive structure, the model of innovation involving an open and distributed system o¤ers the best of the two main models of innovation -that based on private investment and that based on collective action: "New knowledge is created by private funding and then o¤ered freely to all" (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2003) .
Legal framework to protect the commons
The question of intellectual property protection (IPP) for computer software was raised as soon as software products could, in the mid 1970s, be considered as commercial goods in their own right and not only as application technologies lied to the market for computer system. Following the United States in this regard, Europe and Japan adopted various frameworks of copyright laws which di¤ered according to national legal context as well as di¤ering cultural attitudes towards intellectual property.
Knowledge accessibility, copyright and patents
In the early years of software development, software got very limited protection through intellectual property rights. Two factors explain such a situation (Foray, 2004b):
1. Firstly, initial software developers were members of the open science/academic research community that had evolved a di¤erent approach to rewarding inventors and managing spillovers than that suggested by the use of intellectual property right (IPR) to exclude potential users -one based on rapid publication and dissemination in order to achieve a prior claim as the inventor.
2. Secondly, most software was custom-designed for internal use. It would not work elsewhere without signi…cant modi…cations and thus exhibited some kind of "natural excludability"that made IP protection super ‡u-ous.
The computer industry began to move away from custom-designed software towards standardization and then mass production (packaged software). Firms began to purchase more software and more …rms began to develop software with the intention of selling it. This trend created a rationale for extending copyright protection to software. However, copyright as an intellectual property mechanism has two drawbacks, when it comes to protecting "inventions":
1. Copyright a¤ords relatively narrow protection to software -allowing rivals to o¤er very similar products without infringing the copyright. The nature of copyright as an intellectual property right does not make it particularly well adapted to the protection of inventive activity: copyright protects only the expression of an idea. It is an e¤ective means of guarding against the pure reproduction of software but it does not protect the substance of inventive activity, which deals with the invention of new functions.
2. There is no legal provision in the copyright regime for public disclosure because it is taken for granted that authors and artists are eager to disclose and circulate their works and certainly do not want to keep them as their "secrets". It is, thus, a right with no necessary bene…t for society (on the contrary, patent protection involves a constraint on the patent holder to disclose their work). Such a right without compensation makes sense when copyright application is limited to literary and artistic contributions. However, the use of copyright to protect software creates a distortion, since companies can enjoy protection while keeping secret the object of this protection. "For the …rst time since Sybaris, 500 B.C., who imposed public disclosure in exchange for the legal protection of recipes, private property and secret are reconciled!" (Vivant, 1993) . The problem here is to extend copyright protection to an object which is fundamentally di¤erent from artistic and literary works. The purpose of software is not to communicate the expression of ideas and inspiration, but to command and control a machine.
The fragile balance between the private interest of innovators and the public interest of society is thus hampered by such an extension of copyright.
The next step is, therefore, quite naturally the extension of patent protection to software. The private rationale is that a patent as a legal asset will o¤er better and stronger protection. The public rationale is that patents will create information spillovers, since the granting of a patent creates a legal obligation to publicly disclose the invention.
The question of source-code accessibility
Most publishers do commercialize their software products only in the form of object-codes, that is compiled programs, in internal machine language, ready to be directly installed on a computer. They do not, in general, reveal the "source-code"of the programs, that is the explicit expression of the program architecture, procedures and algorithms. But, even if the debate as to the relative merits of copyright and patents as modes of software protection raises very important issues, both of them rely on the willingness to impose barriers to the di¤usion of knowledge embedded in software products and to base the commercial activity of software …rms on the private appropriation and con…dentiality of the code. This opposition between private property of the codes, that gave rise to the software industry, and the free circulation of the sources considered as pure knowledge, that corresponds to the tradition of "open science", had already proved to be divisive in the software developers community like in the MIT in the mid-1970s (Smets and Faucon, 1999) . It is at the origin of the birth of a "free software"movement at the beginning of the 1980s, that aimed to preserve the di¤usion of ideas and the combinatorial and cumulative nature of technical progress, both in terms of concepts and tools and in terms of algorithms for problem resolution and methods of coding.
>From that situation stems the de…nition of an "open-source" software product as a program whose source-code has to be freely accessible and cannot be privately appropriated. In that sense open-source software …ts the de…nition of public good insofar as it is a non-rival and non-exclusive product. With the birth of the "Free Software Foundation" and the launching of the GNU 1 project, by Richard Stallman in 1984, the …rst collective development project had as its aim an open Unix equivalent platform. It appeared necessary to build up the legal framework that could guarantee these principles of "CopyLeft" based intellectual property of software. Next, the GPL or "GNU-General Public License"was designed in order to protect the foundations of cooperative work development and to prevent any private appropriation of part or all of the concerned code lists, as it can be done with software which can occur in the public domain. Hence, through the GPL, intellectual property is not rejected, authors do not renounce their rights but just the monopoly rent, which such rights would producee in a copyright regime. The main legal aspect is that, when a program is declared under GPL license, any code derived from it or integrating GPL code lines must also be available under GPL License. Hence GPL status is "contagious" in the sense that this status attached to any number of lines is automatically transmitted to the whole program into which they are incorporated. The authors authorize anyone who wants to make use of their work (modi…cations, improvements, additional features . . . ) to do so under the sole condition that the new product must also circulate freely. This does not exclude a possible commercialisation of these programs and does not limit "open source software"to the non-marketable sphere. As a result, …rms have recently joined the world of cooperative development and of free access to sources-codes. This enlargement involves two types of strategy. On the one hand, as with Californian RedHat Software or the French Mandrake, …rms have built their activity on the improvement and distribution of open-source programs in order to make them accessible for an enlarged base of users who are not software specialists. Their contribution has taken the form of man-machine interfaces, new functions, tutorials, documentation, . . . , but does not impede the acquisition of their products by simply copying or downloading them rather than paying for them. In fact, these …rms make a large part of their cash ‡ow from the services they o¤er jointly with their products : training, adaptation to speci…c cases or contexts, hotlines, maintenance, updating, . . . On the other hand, a second type of …rms decided to "open"some of their software products which they previously had the option of protecting, like Netscape with its "Communicator" in 1998, or Sun with its communication protocol named "Jini", etc. These strategies seek to draw bene…ts from the development potential of the free software community or to promote the large scale di¤usion of a key-product thereby imposing it as a de facto standard and subsequently pro…ting from the commercialisation of proprietary complementary products.
But these strategies did not …t very well with terms of the GPL as they were and this increase in the number of actors involved has led to an extension of the legal arrangements beyond the strict framework of the GPL. Many "hybrid"licenses have been designed in order to reconcile cooperative development and private interests in a variety of speci…c contexts. They involve di¤erent ways of combining the copyright and copyleft rules in di¤erent proportions (Smets and Faucon, 1999) .
Hence, when opening the access to its Communicator, Netscape developeded two complimentary licenses: NPL (Netscape Public License), which authorizes the integration of new features into its servers without requiring that they be placed in the …eld of Copyleft. Secondly, there is the MPL (Mozilla Public License) 2 which concerns the development of new modules. Then any modi…cation of Communicator source-code has to be published, but Netscape keeps the choice as to whether to integrate proprietary modules into its Communicator or whether to use Communicator modules in its own proprietary products range. Similarly, Sun has designed the SCSL (Sun Community Source License) granting free access to its Jini communication protocol and then keeps the exclusivity of compatibility certi…cation for any products derived from Jini and which it wishes to commercialise. Other …rms like Novell or IBM, have designed their own solutions combining in a variety ways the use and integration of open-source software with proprietary products, on the one hand, and whether or not they are commercialised, on the other hand. The general objective is to achieve a certain compatibility between a model of free access to technology, aimed at increasing knowl-edge and/or the standard model of adoption, with exclusion applied to some modules or products, thereby ensuring a source of pro…ts.
Such approaches, based on a partition between non-commercial development activities and business oriented products, appear as short term solutions allowing computer software …rms to bene…t from the open source dynamics while preserving their source of income. It is di¢ cult to forecast the future of such hybrid forms of intellectual property protection. But the recent development of private …rms contributing to open-source software development seems to con…rm the limits of such mixed legal tools which try to combine divergent principles of intellectual property. On the contrary, business activity do not appear to be in contradiction with free software development insofar as commercial activity and software development complementary aims, products and services.
Three alternative contribution games to model Open software
Production of open source software should then be analyzed as a public good. It is based on individual contributions and generates the production of a value to the user which depends neither on the contribution nor on its level. Furthermore this externality exists solely as a result of individual contributions and its value is increasing with the total amount of these contributions. But the marginal cost of an individual contribution to a public good generally remains higher than the marginal change in the level of the externality and this gives an incentive to defect and to adopt free riding strategies. In reality, in the case we are considering, things do not work like that. This is …rstly because the marginal cost of a contribution is often very low, for exmple, when developers already have on their own shelves the answer to the question posed (Von Hippel, 2001) . Secondly, by contributing to open source, developers earn a reward in terms of learning and in terms of reputation. Working within the open context, learning through contributing to a free software project can be considered as more e¢ cient than it would be in the context of a closed …rm. This can be explained by the multiple interactions with a wide variety of programmers using a wide scope of methods and programming styles, from which a developer bene…ts . Today, the use of Internet, such an interaction e¤ect has increased the individual returns any developer can expect from her contribution.
In the early years of open source software, these products were developed for the use of professionals alone. Their free availability within the programmers community did not generally depend on whether individuals had contributed to the project or not. As in the case of a pure public good, all of them were able to bene…t from the externality when deciding wether to contribute or to free-ride. History has proved that, in spite of individual pro…t motives, this cooperative system has generated a signi…cant production and proved its sustainability.
By contributing, a given programmer helps to improve the product, but when she free-rides, she bene…ts from the product in any event, as it is without her contribution. Hence, the individual trade-o¤ can be expressed in terms of opportunity costs. It confronts, on the one hand, the expected bene…ts of the contribution (externality improvement plus individual returns) with, on the other hand, the expected bene…ts of devoting equivalent e¤ort to another activity (consulting, individual production . . . ).
It seems likely that, since developers are heterogeneous, the individual level of contribution will vary with the individual characteristics of the programmers. Apart from personal motivations and ethics, we shall restrict this heterogeneity to the individual level of competence. This will allow us to establish a direct link between individual contributions and the global quality of the software developed. It should also be the case that better individual incentives, like learning, will entail higher levels of individual contributions.
Today, with the di¤usion via Internet, the success of open source software has reached far beyond the population of developers alone. Free software products are being progressively adopted by simple users that would not be able to contribute and do not necessarily have the technical skills needed to master their installation and use. Hence these new users need assistance, they can either obtain from their social or professional environment or from specialized providers that will supply them with appropriate services or products (training, advices, graphic interfaces, tutorials, . . . ). This demand creates a market and can be the source of private pro…ts. Hence the problem of building a stable community for producing open source software has to be seen quite di¤erently. The agents that are able to contribute to the production are precisely those that are in the best position to satisfy this new demand; and by doing so they can make pro…ts at the expense of other benevolent contributors. In this case, the trade-o¤ is no longer between internal and external value of contribution e¤ort but between the individual allocation of resources between benevolent contribution to open source software and commercial activity based on open software products di¤usion. Here our model elucidates the consequences of this new deal, which produces a shift towards more commercial open source software di¤usion, for the distribution of the levels of individual contributions and for the building of stable communities.
Therefore, the aim of this section is to study the nature and properties of the equilibrium depending whether or not any commercial activity is involved. We shall stress the e¤ect of learning on the developers'contributions given their level of competence and the way in which market oriented activities tend to alter the equilibrium, and …nally the sustainability of the softwarèe production pattern.
A simple game of contribution to a public good
As a …rst step, we model open software as a simple game of contribution to a public good. We consider a …nite set of software developers I = f1; :::; Ig with heterogeneous competences. Each developer's competence is measured by her production capability, for instance the number of standard code units she can write per unit of time. We assume developers are indexed in order of increasing competences. Therefore, if developer i and j's competences are respectively ! i ; ! j 2 [!; !], then, ! i < ! j if and only if i < j. Each i-developer has to choose the level of e¤ort n i ! i she is willing to put into her contribution to open software. Open software, denoted by G (n) with n = P i2I n i ; is considered as a public good generated by the sum of individual contribution e¤orts. We assume that each developer increases the value of her remaining competence ! i n i using an outside option which is identical for all of them. The developer's bene…t derived from this outside option is then given by the function O (! i n i ) : One interpretation is that there is a price per code unit which is set before any contribution. Competent developers are paid more because they can produce more code units per unit of time. In a simple contribution game (see for example Bergstrom, Blume and Varian (1986) , Gradstein (1994) ), preferences are additively separable in the public good and the private good. We consider that there is a delay between the time an i-developer contributes and the time he can enjoy the externality generated by open software. In other words, the game we propose is a two stage game. At each stage, each developer i has a competence ! i . In the …rst stage, she chooses the level of e¤ort n i ! i devoted to open software production. She uses the competence left to bene…t from the outside option, O (! i n i ). In the second stage, the open software is available and developer i bene…ts from G (n). She also bene…ts from her current competence O (! i ) through the outside option: Then, his total payo¤ can be written:
Where is a discount factor. We assume that O (:) and G (:) are twice di¤erentiable functions, which are increasing and concave. Therefore, if we do not take into account the two-sided constraint 0 n i ! i , there is a unique equilibrium characterized by the following …rst order conditions:
An immediate consequence is that, at the equilibrium, O 0 (! i n i ) = O 0 (! j n j ) for all i and j 2 I. Therefore, the di¤erent developers have the same marginal utility of the outside option and as a consequence, the most competent developers are willing to contribute more. This is conveyed by the following Proposition:
Proposition 1 If O is linear, there is a multiplicity of equilibria since any division of the equilibrium total contribution n solution of (2) is solution. If O (:) is not linear, for two developers i and j 2 I; n i = n j + ! i ! j and contributions are an increasing function of competences.
When we take into account the two-sided constraint 0 n i ! i , there is still a unique equilibrium but two cases can occur. If ! i n i 0 each developer devotes all his ability to open software. If ! i n i > 0; contributions are not necessarily a strictly increasing function of competences since it may be the case that the less competent developers do not contribute at all (Insert …gures 1 and 2 here).
Learning
Now, we can add a learning function as a new ingredient of this public good contribution game. The idea is that, a contribution e¤ort to open software increases the developer's future competence. Consider the following learning function derived from Alchian (1963) 3 where ! + i is the increased competence through contribution n i :
When a software developer i contributes at level n i , she bene…ts from the externality of open software but she can also bene…t from a private e¤ect, since she can exploit the value of her increased competence. Her total payo¤s is then:
When a developer i increases her contribution n i , it decreases her current payo¤ O (! i n i ) but increases his future payo¤ O !
If, as a …rst step, we do not take into account the two-sided constraint 0 n i ! i , the …rst order conditions are:
Remember that 0 < < 1 and that G (:) and O (:) are increasing and concave functions. We can easily verify that the second order conditions are satis…ed:
Therefore, it is clear that, at the unique equilibrium characterized by Equations (5) and in comparison with the equilibrium of the simple contribution game described in the previous subsection, the learning e¤ect increases the incitation to contribute. This is shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 2 At the equilibrium without constraints, the sum of contributions n is higher in the game with learning than in the simple contribution game.
Proof. Remember that O (:) is an increasing function and compare Equations (2) and (5) which give the …rst order conditions in the simple game and the learning game respectively. Then the proof is immediate since we deduce from the …rst order condition that the slope of the concave function G (n) is smaller here than in the previous case of a simple contribution game.
This …rst result is rather intuitive and not surprising. However, we would like to know more about the relative contributions of the di¤erent developers. Consider the case in which the payo¤ function is quasi linear, that is when O (! i n i ) = ! i n i : We obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 3 The production e¤ort a developer is willing to contribute is a decreasing function of his initial competence. Proof. >From the …rst order conditions given in Equation (5) we deduce:
The result is that, at the equilibrium without constraints, the di¤erent developers target the same increased competence:
Therefore, developers who are initially less competent are willing to contribute more because they have more to learn. However, this is no longer true when we take into account the two-sided constraint 0 n i ! i . On one hand, less competent developers, limited by their capacity, cannot contribute as much as they would like. On the other hand, negative contributions are not feasible and developers who do not want to contribute a positive amount do not participate to the game. This two-sided constraint changes the total amount of contributions n : In this case, there is still a unique equilibrium (cf. Appendix 1) but contributions are no longer a monotonic function of competences.
Proposition 4 At the unique equilibrium constrained, there exists a pair of critical values of competences e !; e e ! such that contributions are an increasing function of competences for ! e ! and a decreasing function for e ! ! e e !. The most competent developers do not contribute at all. (cf.Figure3) Proof. cf. Appendix 1.
Insert …gure 3 here The intuition for the proof is illustrated in …gure 3. The less competent developers who have a high willingness to contribute, devote all their e¤ort to open software. As a result, contributions are …rst increasing as long as competences are below a critical value e !. Above this critical value, contributions are a decreasing function of competences. As a consequence, the new competences are not the same for all the developers. New competences are identical for developers whose initial competence is above this critical value but increasing for those for whom the initial level was below that value.
Market for open software
Now, we introduce the third ingredient, which is a market for open software. There is a …nite set U of potential users who have no competence as software developers and need some assistance to access open software. We consider a model of vertical di¤erentiation in the spirit of Shaked and Sutton (1982) . Each potential user k 2 U is characterized by a positive real number k which is a taste parameter. He has the following utility function:
k s p if she pays a price p for an access to software with quality s 0 if she refuses to pay for the access
The positive real number s describes the quality of the software to which the user gets access. We assume that this quality depends on the level of the available open software G (n), and on ! i ; the competence of the developer who sells her the access services. In this sense, the more competent a programmer is, the better the interfaces she is able to develop for simple users. The quality of the access delivered by an i-developer is
For simplicity of presentation, we assume that there are only two software developers, 1 and 2, and that 2 is initially the most competent, ! 1 < ! 2 : All users prefer high quality for a given price but an user with a high is willing to pay more to obtain high quality. We assume that is uniformly distributed on the interval ; : We now derive the demand for developer i: Note …rst that a -user is willing to pay for access if and only if M ax i=1;2 ( k s i p i ) > 0: Now, given s 1 ; s 2 ; p 1 and p 2 ; we consider the user characterized by a taste parameter ;who is indi¤erent between buying the access services proposed by developers 1 and 2: He is de…ned by the following equality:
Proposition 5 In the model with a market for open software, the most competent developer contributes more, …xes a higher price and has a bigger payo¤. Proof. cf Appendix 2 Indeed, we can easily check that, for any di¤erential in qualities s, the higher quality access seller's price and pro…t are higher than the price and pro…t of the lower quality seller. Furthermore, we note that developer 1's payo¤ is an increasing function of his contribution n 1 : The more he contributes to open software, the more he increases the externality and the di¤erential in qualities. However, there is a limit to this improvement. If he devoted all his e¤ort to open software, the quality of the access he could propose would be zero and the demand for his access services would disappear. On the other hand, when the most competent developer increases his contribution, the utility of open software G (n) increases but the di¤erential in qualities decreases, since he can spend less e¤ort on selling access services. As a consequence, we show in Appendix 2 that, at the equilibrium of the …rst stage and in contrast with the learning model where contributions are a decreasing function of competences, here the most competent developer contributes more.
Conclusion
In this paper we have stressed the similarity of open source software production to the « open science » paradigm. We have seen that the case of free software o¤ers particularly favorable conditions for knowledge accessibility, "good properties"due to the informational nature of software, the unlimited scope for improvements and the close connection between developers and users. The existence of the Internet structure, with the powerful connections that it allows, within the community of developers and with users, also increases the e¢ ciency of these good properties.
Considering the open system as a public good production process leads immediately to the question of incentives for developers to contribute rather than to adopt a free-riding attitude, which woul allow them to bene…t from the externality without contributing. We have seen that learning provides a good incentive for contribution, especially for less skilled developers who can in this way e¢ ciently improve their technical competences and hence their human capital.
But the foundations of open source software are not in contradiction with a possible commercialisation of open products or complementary products and services, and hence with private bene…ts gained from making open software products available. The question is now as to how the introduction of business transforms the nature of the contribution game equilibrium. Assuming that contribution to open software development makes developers more competent in complementary business activities, we have shown that the introduction of business incites the most competent agents to contribute more than their less experienced counterparts.
Hence, learning and business have complementary incitement e¤ects, that need to be better understood, in order that they can be incorporated in a technological policy whose object is to favour larger open-source software production and di¤usion.
Appendix 1
Proof of Proposition 3: We saw that the willingness to contribute represented by the vector N 1 = (n 1 i ) i2I 2 R I is an equilibrium when we do not take into account the two-sided constraint 0 n i ! i : It is the solution of Equations (6), which are the …rst order conditions: n : As can be seen in Figure 3 , this equilibrium cannot be implemented in reality since the less competent developers are willing to contribute at a level above their real competences. On the other hand, the more competent developers have a negative willingness to contribute. Let e i 1 be the least competent developer whose competence is strictly larger than his willingness to contribute, e i 1 = Inf fi 2 I j n i ; 8i 2 I; with n 1 = P j2I n 1 j . Denote by g(N p ) = P j< e ip ! j + P e ip j e e ip n p j , the h-function's argument, then, the previous equality can be written: n p+1 i = h g (N p ) ! 1 i ; 8i 2 I: We note that both functions g and h are continuous and R I is compact. As a consequence, we can apply the Brouwer's …xed point theorem, and the transformation # admits a …xed point. 
